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SUMMARY

Development and Regeneration Excellence (Northern) Ltd (DARE) are presently
redeveloping Axwell Hall, a Grade II* listed Palladian mansion (IoE No. 303771),
located near Blaydon, Gateshead, Tyne and Wear (NZ 1911 6204) (Fig 1). Following
an initial programme of building investigation (OA North 2004), a second phase of
work was undertaken, involving an Archaeological Landscape Survey of the walled
gardens, the carriage drive bridge, the ha-ha, the hall terrace, the garden terrace and
the tennis courts, as well as a general investigation of the surrounding parkland (Fig
2). In addition, a Watching Brief was maintained during groundworks. Both the
Landscape Survey and Watching Brief were completed during a series of visits
between June and October 2006.

It is evident that the development of the parkland is attributable to three broad phases,
the mid eighteenth century, the early nineteenth century and the early twentieth, with
dramatic changes, in particular, occurring during the latter phase. Certainly, the
carriage drive bridge would appear to be contemporary with the building of the Hall
(1760), both in terms of its design and style, and therefore, must be regarded as the
oldest of the investigated structures in the parkland. However, it is suprising that very
little work would appear to have been undertaken in the parkland during the next forty
to fifty years: without Ordnance Survey mapping, or clear physical evidence, there is
no way of knowing with any confidence. That said, work may have begun on the
walled gardens as early as the late eighteenth century, and was certainly finished by
the early nineteenth century. Over the remainder of the nineteenth century, there
would appear to be a lull in the development of the parkland. Although a boundary
ditch and a boundary fence have clearly been added, these additions are of less
significance than those which came during the early twentieth century, including a
tennis courts, a ‘ha-ha’ and the full landscaping of the Pleasure Grounds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE PROJECT

1.1.1 Development and Regeneration Excellence (Northern) Ltd (DARE) are
presently redeveloping Axwell Hall, a Grade II* listed Palladian mansion (IoE
No. 303771), located near Blaydon, Gateshead, Tyne and Wear (NZ 1911
6204) (Fig 1). The Hall and its estate are situated on the north-western side of
the Derwent Valley, which slopes gradually down, from west to east, towards
the Derwent basin. The estate, which is currently accessed from the A694, is
located within both the statutory Green Belt and the Axwell Park Conservation
Area, and is also partially within the Derwent Valley wildlife corridor.

1.1.2 Following an initial programme of building investigation (OA North 2004) at
the Hall, a second phase of work was undertaken, involving an Archaeological
Landscape Survey of the walled gardens, the carriage drive bridge, the ha-ha,
the hall terrace, the garden terrace and the tennis courts, as well as a general
investigation of the surrounding parkland (Fig 2). This was designed to
supplement an existing survey of the estate by Tyne and Wear Museum
Services (2005). In addition, a Watching Brief was maintained during
groundworks conducted near the north-east corner of the walled gardens. Both
the Landscape Survey and the Watching Brief were completed during a series
of visits between June and October 2006.
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

2.1.1 A written brief for the second phase of the project was produced by the Tyne
and Wear Archaeology Officer (Appendix 1). OA North was commissioned by
DARE (Northern) Ltd to undertake both the Landscape Survey and Watching
Brief, and these were subsequently completed during a series of visits between
June and October 2006.

2.1.2 The Landscape Survey was to consist of a Level III-type survey (English
Heritage 2006) of each feature of the parkland, comprising a descriptive
record, plan and elevation drawings and a detailed photographic record. In
light of the extensive vegetation coverage encountered during the survey, a
second visit was undertaken during the late autumn, in order to investigate
those areas that were previously obscured.

2.2 LANDSCAPE SURVEY

2.2.1 Descriptive Record: written records using OA North pro forma record sheets
were made of all the landscape features, including details of historical or
architectural significance. Particular attention was also paid to the relationship
between parts of the walled gardens, especially those that would show its
development and any alterations. These records are essentially descriptive,
although interpretation is carried out on site as required.

2.2.2 Site drawings: architects ‘as existing’ drawings were annotated to produce a
plan and elevation drawings of the walled gardens and carriage drive bridge.
These were produced in order to show the form and location of structural
features and/or features of historic interest. Where necessary, these drawings
were manually enhanced using hand survey techniques. The hand-annotated
field drawings were digitised using an industry standard CAD package to
produce the final drawings.

2.2.3 Photographs: photographs were taken in colour print 35mm formats, as well
as digital format. The photographic archive consists of both general shots of
the walled gardens and features targeted within the survey, as well as an
extensive photographic survey of the planting within the parkland.

2.3 WATCHING BRIEF

2.3.1 Close liaison was maintained between OA North staff and the site contractors
during the watching brief. The programme comprised observation during the
groundworks within the walled gardens, and the examination of any horizons
exposed. The groundworks were effected by a 22 tonne 360º mechanical
excavator.
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2.3.2 The recording comprised a full description and preliminary classification of
features or structures revealed on OA North pro-forma sheets and their
accurate location in plan. In addition, a photographic record in colour slide and
monochrome formats was compiled.

2.4 ARCHIVE

2.4.1 The results of all archaeological work carried out will form the basis for a full
archive to professional standards, in accordance with current English Heritage
guidelines (Management of Archaeological Projects, 2nd edition, 1991). The
original record archive of project will be submitted to the Archaeology Officer
for Tyne and Wear.

2.4.2 The Arts and Humanities Data Service (AHDS) online database Online Access
to index of Archaeological Investigations (OASIS) will be completed as part
of the archiving phase of the project.
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3. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

3.1 HISTORY OF AXWELL PARK AND THE ESTATE

3.1.1 The Hall and its estate are situated on the north-western side of the Derwent
Valley, which slopes gradually down, from west to east, towards the Derwent
basin. The estate, which is currently accessed from the A694, is located within
both the statutory Green Belt and the Axwell Park Conservation Area, and is
also partially within the Derwent Valley wildlife corridor. The following is a
synthesis of the documentary research regarding this estate, which was
originally gathered during the survey of the Hall (OA North 2004).

3.1.2 The earliest reference to Axwell is in 1223 (Watts 2002, 2), although this
probably refers to the original Axwell (also known as Old Axwell or Axwell
Houses), which was positioned some distance to the east (D/X/35/6 nd). It is
considered likely that an original village of Axwell was present in the area
(SMR No 627), although this was likely to have been south of the River
Derwent (Jennifer Morrison pers comm).

3.1.3 Axwell is recorded in 1362 as a see of Durham held by William de Birtley
(MacKenzie and Ross 1834, 199), is owned by Hugh de Redhugh in Bishop
Hatfield’s Survey of 1345-81 (Greenwell 1857, 93), and by 1411 it had passed
to Roger Thornton (MacKenzie and Ross 1834, 199). There is little
information regarding the original manor although it may have only consisted
of lands to the east in the vicinity of Axwell Houses (D/CG 7/1 1568; D/CG
7/4 1604-5). It is known to have passed to Roger Ogle in 1574 and then Roger
Lumley in 1604 (ibid). The manor at Axwell Houses was apparently occupied
by the Selbys, who then moved to a mansion called Whitehouse, which stood
on the site of the present Axwell Hall (op cit, 200). It is not recorded when
they moved to this site, although they are recorded as being at Whitehouse by
at least 1661 (D/CG 7/66 1661). The property at Old Axwell was described as
still standing in 1834 (MacKenzie and Ross 1834, 200).

3.1.4 The Clavering family, who were responsible for building the present Axwell
Hall and park, bought the Axwell Estate in 1629 (op cit, 199) initially living at
Old Axwell (D/CG 7/15 1629). Shortly after this date they appear to have
rapidly expanded their land holdings; they are named beneficiaries in the
division of the Winlaton Estate in 1632 (D/CG 19/303-306 c1632; D/CG
19/18 c1632) and by the end of the seventeenth century they had evidently
purchased Whitehouse and the land around it (D/CG 7/90 1668-9). The earliest
direct reference to the Clavering family at Whitehouse is in 1710 (Dickinson
(ed) 1968, 79) and there are several more references following this (D/CG
7/127 1714; D/CG 7/236 1712).

3.1.5 While it might generally be assumed that the park was constructed at the same
time as the hall, Bourn (1896, 172) clearly states that Whitehouse already had
‘a small park comprising 30 acres’. The statement that the park was
‘developed’ by the Claverings is perhaps more accurate (Barford 1999, 38).
There are few details about the construction of the park, or who it was carried
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out by, although John Dobson is known to have built a temple in the grounds
in 1818 (Dobson 1885, 121; Faulkner and Greg 2001, 162).

3.1.6 Cartographic evidence suggests that the original park, although smaller, had
much of the basic form of the present park, including a long sinuous wood
orientated north-east/south-west (D/X/35/2 c1832). Unfortunately, there are
apparently no plans showing the site in detail immediately following the
construction of the hall and the next detailed plan is the Ordnance Survey map
of 1856. By this time a complex arrangement of buildings associated with the
hall is shown, including stables and a home farm. To the north-east is a large
walled garden and along the south-east edge of the park is a long fishpond.
This arrangement appears to have remained more or less unchanged until the
end of the nineteenth century and beginning of the twentieth (Ordnance
Survey 1862; 1897; 1912; 1919; 1921a; 1921b).

3.1.7 Perhaps the best description of the estate at its peak was presented during the
sale of 1920. It is listed as including, apart from the hall: stables; pleasure
grounds and gardens; a walled kitchen garden and flower garden; gardener’s
houses; a gardener’s bothy; a dairy; Axwell villa; Derwent lodge; Old Derwent
lodge; spa well; Turn lodge; Park Gate lodge; Shibdon lodge; two cottages; a
joiners shop and Home Farm which included a house; three cottages and sheds
(D/CG 7/3190 1920). While the majority of the estate was sold and converted
into a school, a smaller area in the north-east corner, around Axwell Lodge,
was sold separately (D/CG 7/3192 1920; D/CG 7/3193 1922) and became a
housing estate (D/CG 7/3194 c1922). Additional land adjacent to this was
compulsorily purchased in 1924 as part of the unemployment relief act of 1920
(CC/X 68/8 1924). The sale of the estate in 1920 and the subsequent division
of the land effectively saw the end of the park, of which little now survives
intact. The park was designated a conservation area in 1989 (Barford 1999, 38)
and was included on the English Heritage Register of Parks and Gardens of
Special Historic Interest until 2000 (Jennifer Morrison pers comm).
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4. LANDSCAPE SURVEY

4.1 THE WALLED GARDENS

4.1.1 The walled gardens (Figs 3-7) are the most prominent features within the
parkland and are located to the north of the estate. Although these have been
significantly reduced in size, the extant remains are in a good state of repair
and offer some indication of their original size, extent and construction. The
gardens were originally arranged as a large formal garden bounded by a tall
brick wall, with an adjoining smaller garden to its north. This again had a brick
build on its interior, but the outer side of the wall was faced with stone for
aesthetic and practical purposes.

4.1.2 The external elevation of the smaller walled garden is constructed from
moderately well-dressed and coursed, yellow sandstone with lime mortar. This
wall functioned as a ‘hot-wall’ and this is evident from the series of 11
cleaning holes, each measuring approximately 0.35m and blocked with brick,
which are located along the north face of this wall (Plates 1-2). In addition,
there are a pair of segmental voussoir arches along the base of the northern
face (towards its mid-point), the function of which are unclear. Towards the
east extent of the elevation, there would appear to be a blocked door,
evidenced by the remains of a shouldered architrave: a deep, well-dressed
lintel and a pair of quoins. Similarly, there is a blocked gateway at the south-
east corner of the smaller garden, which has been in-filled with well-dressed
sandstone.

4.1.3 The interior elevation of the wall is constructed from cinnabar red hand-made
brick and lime mortar, with a cement render at the west end of the north wall.
In the centre of the north elevation, there is heavily damaged flue with
remnants of sandstone, originally the lintel, around its base. To the immediate
right, there is a blocked door filled with modern brick and cement, whilst the
function of the wall as a ‘hot wall’ is again evident from the internal ‘sooted’
cavity, which has become visible as bricks have dislodged (Plate 3). In
addition, a modern grey brick boiler room has been added on the internal
elevation of the hot wall (Plate 4), but the original roofline of an earlier
structure, possibly a ‘glass’ house or greenhouse as depicted on the Ordnance
Survey (1856; 1897; 1919) (Tyne and Wear Museum Services 2005), is still
visible. Similarly, several holes along the base of the wall are most likely
associated with the same series of structures (Plate 5). On the south elevation,
there is a large gateway leading to the larger walled garden, which features a
segmental voussoir detailed in stone and well-dressed quoins (Plate 6).

4.1.4 The larger walled garden (Figs 3, 9-15) is again constructed from cinnabar red
hand-made brick and lime mortar, and like its smaller counterpart, there is
little in the way of a recognisable bond. The south elevation would appear to
be consistent with the rest of the garden, whilst on the east elevation, there is a
series of joist or beam slots, and the scarring from a roofline, which appear to
relate to a gardeners’ shed or sheds. Additionally, in the centre of the
elevation, there is a small door into the walled garden with a brick segmental
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voussoir arch and quoins (Plate 8). The interior of the wall is comparable with
the external face and, again there is little of interest. On the north elevation,
there is the reverse of the large gateway (Plate 7) (Section 4.1.2), which
features a brick segmental voussoir and a single dressed stone quoin either side
(Plates 6-7). Towards the west extent, there is a cement render as on its smaller
counterpart.

4.2 THE CARRIAGE DRIVE BRIDGE

4.2.1 The carriage bridge (Figs 16-17) (Plates 9-11) is built from escalating courses
of ashlar stone, surmounted by saddle-back coping and iron railings with ball
finials, and features a wide, voussoir segmental arch that spans the now dried-
up Serpentine Lake (Plate 9). Only the external elevations could be surveyed
as the internal features were covered in wooden safety barriers for its entire
length. Overall, the bridge appeared to be in a good state of repair, although
the presence of timber bolsters suggest that the north-east corner of the bridge
is suspect.

4.3 THE HA-HA

4.3.1 The ha-ha is characterised by a ditch measuring approximately 1.5m wide,
which is bounded on its west side by a crudely-coursed retaining wall
constructed from small to medium roughly-fashioned sandstone blocks, that
are capped with neater stonework. The wall measures 0.5m and was observed
to be at least 1.4m high towards its south-west extent. Despite being heavily
overgrown with vegetation and/or intermittently damaged, the ha-ha was
traced along a north-east/south-west alignment and its dimensions appeared to
be consistent with those depicted on the Ordnance Survey of 1939 (Tyne and
Wear Museum Services, 2005). The cartographic source also suggests that the
ha-ha continues along an east/west alignment through the woodland lying to
the east of the larger walled garden. No evidence of a wall was encountered,
although a ditch was observed, which was comparable to that featured on the
later Ordnance Survey of 1967 (Tyne and Wear Museum Services, 2005).
Between these two features, there is a small footbridge spanning the width of
the ha-ha, which provides access from the north/south path on the east of the
walled gardens to what is now the cleared parkland on the east of the estate.

4.4 THE HALL TERRACE

4.4.1 Immediately to the south and east of the hall, there is a stone balustrade,
featuring an ashlar base plinth and pedestals, and moulded coping and
balusters (Figs 18-22) (Plates 12-14). This balustrade sits upon a rusticated
sandstone wall of diminishing courses (measuring 2m high in total), and marks
the north extent of the hall terrace. The terrace itself is covered in hard
standing, is stepped down 1.4m from the level of the hall, and is accessed by
two sets of stone steps extending from the centre of the balustrade above. The
terrace extends to the south for approximately 4.7m and this boundary is
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marked by a further stone wall, constructed from roughly-dressed stone and
measuring up to 0.4m high.

4.5 THE GARDEN TERRACE

4.5.1 The garden terrace, to the south of the walled gardens, is 11.8m wide and
bounded on its southern side by a retaining wall measuring 0.5m wide and
1.6m high. This wall is constructed from well-coursed, medium to large
sandstone blocks, capped with rectangular copping stones, whilst the terrace
itself is densely covered with vegetation. A set of seven stone steps provides
access from this terrace down to a pair of tennis courts, which consist of two
banked terraces divided by a central avenue that runs approximately
north/south. A set of stone steps comparable with those from the terrace,
allows access to each of these courts.

4.6 THE LOW STONE WALL

4.6.1 The low stone wall (Plate 15) in the woodland to the west of the larger walled
garden consists of a single course of 11 rusticated sandstones, measuring in
total 7.3m long, 0.6m wide and up to 0.23 in height. It probably represents the
remains of a wall running alongside the pathway, which originally led from
the Hall to the small walled garden.

4.7 THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF THE PARKLAND

4.7.1 In addition to the detailed survey of the main features within the parkland, a
broad photographic survey was undertaken. This included general views of the
Pleasure Grounds (Plates 16-20) and specifically the original planting. At
present, these Pleasure Grounds occupy an area to the immediate north-east of
the Hall, and are bounded on their west by the carriage drive (access road), at
their south and east extents by the playing fields, and on their north side by the
Walled Gardens. A series of sinuous paths allow for a complete circuit of the
grounds, in order to admire the original planting: mature specimens of
rhododendron, yew and holly are still visible, whilst oak, sycamore and beech
are also well represented.

4.8 THE WATCHING BRIEF

4.8.1 A watching brief was maintained during groundworks at the north-east corner
of the walled garden (Fig 2). The excavations revealed little of note, apart
from a manhole and several drains in Area A to the east of the smaller walled
garden.
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5.1.1 The parkland at Axwell Hall was a work in progress spanning three centuries,
from the mid-eighteenth through to the twentieth century. At least three broad
phases may identified, and these are outlined below.

5.2 PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT

5.2.1 Phase One: the similarity of the ashlar stonework and the overall quality of
workmanship and design would suggest that the carriage drive bridge was
contemporary with the building of the Hall itself (mid-eighteenth century), and
as such, was the earliest of the investigated features within the parkland.

5.2.2 In addition, it is has already been noted above (Section 3.1.5), that the
Clavering family (owners of the newly built Axwell Hall) developed an
existing parkland rather than created one. Thus, it is likely that some aspects of
the current Pleasure Grounds were already in place by the mid-eighteenth
century, but a long-term and gradual development must be stressed. It is clear
that these areas did not reflect their modern counterparts until the early
twentieth century (Ordnance Survey 1856; 1897; 1919).

5.2.3 Phase Two: one of the most attractive features to emerge from the
development of the parkland by the Claverings, was undoubtedly the pair of
walled gardens to the north of the estate, although it is not certain when these
were exactly built. Certainly, the gardens appear on the 1856 Ordnance Survey
map, but they are more likely to date from an earlier period, which is
suggested by the method of heating in the ‘hot wall’ of the smaller garden. By
the 1820s, the use of the flue system, as used at Axwell Hall, had fallen into
decline, due to its unreliability and its poor heat distribution (Campbell 2005).
It was replaced by a new form of heating, hot water pipes, which were a more
efficient and effective method of distributing heat evenly throughout the hot
wall. Although the heated flue remained in use after this new fashion was
introduced, it is likely that the heated wall and the rest of the walled gardens at
Axwell Hall pre-date this innovation and are therefore, no later than the first
two decades of the nineteenth century.

5.2.4 In addition, the bricks employed in its construction do not appear to be earlier
than the late eighteenth century. In 1769 Parliament legislated for a brick
measuring 8¼" (0.21m) by 4" (0.102m) by 2½" (0.63m) (Hammond 1990),
and later in 1784, it imposed a duty of 2s 6d per thousand bricks produced, in
order to help raise funds for the war effort against the American colonies
(ibid). To get around this, brick manufacturer’s exceeded the earlier standard
set in 1769 and produced what have since become known of as ‘tax bricks’.
Such bricks would appear to be evident at Axwell Hall, which determines a
date of construction for the walled garden, between the last decade of the
eighteenth and the first couple of decades of the nineteenth century.
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5.2.5 Originally, the large garden was divided into quarters by two avenues, the
meeting point of which, may have contained a focal point, such as an urn,
sundial or fountain. Both of these walled gardens would appear to follow the
conventions of the day in their design, with the entrances to both the small and
larger kitchen gardens located on the east walls. These entrances tended to
range from simple, brick and stone voussoirs and architraves, to impressive
stone porticoes, such as that at Blenheim Palace (Campbell 2005), but it clear
that the voussoirs at Axwell Hall are from the more modest end of the
spectrum. The interior of the gardens were subdivided into vegetables, soft
fruit, herbs, and dwarf fruit trees. In the case of the soft fruits and the dwarf
fruit trees, using a heated wall offered the opportunity to grow exotic
specimens not usually suited to the temperate climes of Britain. This heating
was usually generated by a fireplace comparable with that found in a maid’s
bedroom (Campbell 2005), which would account for the small collapsed
fireplace on the north wall of the smaller walled garden. In order to maximise
the success rate in the cultivation of these exotic plants and shrubs, several
greenhouses or ‘glass’ houses were added to the south elevation of this hot
wall (Ordnance Survey 1858, 1897, 1919).

5.2.6 Phase Three: the ha-ha at Axwell Hall would appear to have originally been a
separate linear earthwork partially aligned east/west along what is now the
walled garden terrace (north of the tennis courts). It was evidently never
intended as a ha-ha, as it divided the walled garden from the parkland, thus
serving no purpose other than as a boundary ditch. Moreover, the most
sensible and obvious use of the ha-ha would be to place it to the east and south
of the Hall, in order to allow for unhindered views of the estate from the front
terrace.

5.2.7 The ha-ha design was based on contemporary military fortifications (Lasdun
1991), and was first used in a landscaping context during the seventeenth
century to blur the division between an estate’s formal gardens and their
outlying grounds and parkland, whilst deterring deer and other animals from
entering the gardens. As this division comprised a disguised walled-ditch, an
individual could admire an open vista rather than a small section of formal
garden bounded by a brick or stone wall. Lasdun (1991) notes that it was this
discreet aspect which prompted the adoption of the term ‘ha-ha’: it was
allegedly the exclamation most often produced by walkers on encountering
these sudden and surprising earthworks.

5.2.8 Cartographic sources (Ordnance Survey 1919) demonstrate that by the early
twentieth century, the original earthwork, noted above, had been re-modelled
to include the wall or fence bounding the eastern extent of the Pleasure
Gardens, which was, in no doubt, influenced by the addition of the terracing
and tennis courts. It is this so-called ‘ha-ha’ that is still visible today. Like its
predecessor, it is inappropriately positioned to the north of the Hall, and could
only offer views from the wooded Pleasure Grounds, thus rendering it of
limited value. Thus, whether it is a ‘ha-ha’ in the strictest sense of the word is
debatable.

5.2.9 It was also during this third broad phase that the Pleasure Gardens appeared to
have received the most attention, with a sinuous path being laid, in order to
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provide a circular ‘tour’ of the grounds, whilst the growing number of
greenhouses in the smaller garden and the area to the immediate east evidently
necessitated the building of the gardener’s sheds on the east elevation of the
large walled garden.

5.3 CONCLUSION

5.3.1 It is evident that the development of the parkland is attributable to three broad
phases, the mid eighteenth century, the early nineteenth century and the early
twentieth, with dramatic changes, in particular, occurring during the latter
phase. Certainly, the carriage drive bridge would appear to be contemporary
with the building of the Hall (1760), both in terms of its design and style, and
therefore, must be regarded as the oldest of the investigated structures in the
parkland. However, it is suprising that very little work would appear to have
been undertaken in the parkland during the next forty to fifty years: without
Ordnance Survey mapping, or clear physical evidence, there is no way of
knowing with any confidence. That said, work may have begun on the walled
gardens as early as the late eighteenth century, and was certainly finished by
the early nineteenth century. Over the remainder of the nineteenth century,
there would appear to be a lull in the development of the parkland. Although a
boundary ditch and a boundary fence have clearly been added, these additions
are of less significance than those, which came during the early twentieth
century, including a tennis courts, a ‘ha-ha’ and the full landscaping of the
Pleasure Grounds.
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